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Abstract The structure and nature of the crust underlying the Santos Basin-São Paulo Plateau System (SSPS), in the SE Brazilian margin, are discussed based on five wide-angle seismic profiles acquired during the Santos Basin (SanBa) experiment in 2011. Velocity models allow us to precisely divide the SSPS in six domains from unthinned continental crust (Domain CC) to normal oceanic crust (Domain OC). A seventh domain (Domain D), a triangular shape region in the SE of the SSPS, is discussed by Klingelhoefner et al. (2014). Beneath the continental shelf, a ~100 km wide necking zone (Domain N) is imaged where the continental crust thins abruptly from ~40 km to less than 15 km. Toward the ocean, most of the SSPS (Domains A and C) shows velocity ranges, velocity gradients, and a Moho interface characteristic of the thinned continental crust. The central domain (Domain B) has, however, a very heterogeneous structure. While its southwestern part still exhibits extremely thinned (7 km) continental crust, its northeastern part depicts a 2–4 km thick upper layer (6.0–6.5 km/s) overlying an anomalous velocity layer (7.0–7.8 km/s) and no evidence of a Moho interface. This structure is interpreted as atypical oceanic crust, exhumed lower crust, or upper continental crust intruded by mafic material, overlying either altered mantle in the first two cases or intruded lower continental crust in the last case. The deep structure and v-shaped segmentation of the SSPS confirm that an initial episode of rifting occurred there obliquely to the general opening direction of the South Atlantic Central Segment.

1. Introduction

The Santos Basin-São Paulo Plateau System (SSPS) stands along the southeast Brazilian margin (Figure 1). It is situated immediately north of the Florianópolis (or Rio Grande) Fracture Zone (FFZ), which corresponds to one of the fundamental structures in the South Atlantic development. It separates two main geodynamic domains in the South American continental margins [Moulin et al., 2010, 2012; Heine et al., 2013]: a magma-rich domain to the south (Austral Segment), characterized by large and continuous seaward-dipping reflectors (SDRs), and an evaporitic sedimentary domain to the north (Central Segment), which is a moderately magmatic continental margin (inset in Figure 1). The SSPS has been interpreted as a kinematic “buffer” by Moulin et al. [2012]; while the southern Austral Segment opened between the anomalies M13 and M4 [Rabinowitz and Labrecque, 1979; Austin and Uchupi, 1982; Curie, 1984; Moulin et al., 2010; Heine et al., 2013], respectively 139.5 Ma and 130 Ma [Gradstein et al., 2004], the oceanic spreading in the Central Segment started more than 18 Ma later, at the end of evaporite deposition (Upper Aptian-Lower Albian: 112 Ma) [Rabinowitz and Labrecque, 1979; Curie, 1984; Torsvik et al., 2009; Moulin et al., 2010]. This buffer situation, inducing the referred delay, may coincide with the location of a “second-order intraplate boundary” as defined by Olivet et al. [1984] in relationship with the Paraná-Etendeka Continental Flood Basals [Curie, 1984; Untermeier et al., 1988; Nürnberg and Müller, 1991]. The particular situation gives a rhombus shape to the SSPS, bounded by the FFZ, the Cruzeiro do Sul and the Capricórnio lineaments, and the Brazilian coast.

A first exploration phase of the SSPS was made in the 1970s. Several multidisciplinary studies were conducted in the area, including seismic reflection and refraction surveys, gravity and magnetic measurements, seafloor sampling, and integration with onshore and shallow offshore well information available at that time. This first
The exploration phase was concluded by a Deep Sea Drilling Project (DSDP) drilling (Leg 39, Site 356) [Perch-Nielsen et al., 1977] on the São Paulo Ridge (SE of the SSPS, Figure 1). Key results related to these investigations were recently summarized by Kumar et al. [2012]:

1. The sedimentary wedge in the Santos basin deep water (beyond the 200 m isobath) as well as further north in the Espírito Santo and Campos basins is at least 4–6 km thick and locally thins over basement highs [Kumar et al., 1977].
2. The extensive field of diapiric structures was deemed to be salt diapirs [Leyden et al., 1976, 1978].
3. A refraction experiment made from sonobuoy measurements indicates that the Moho at the center of the São Paulo Plateau is at a depth of about 15 km [Leyden et al., 1971]. Despite a large crustal thickness (~10 km; note here that by crust and crustal thickness, we consider in this study solely the crystalline part of the crust, without its sedimentary cover), Leyden et al. [1971] suggested that the nature of the crust was oceanic. To date, these are the only seismic refraction data published in this area.
4. Based on seismic data and drilling results from the DSDP hole 356 in the São Paulo Ridge [Perch-Nielsen et al., 1977], Kumar et al. [1977], and Kumar and Gambôa [1979] correlated the postsalt stratigraphy across the SSPS to the edge of the continental shelf. In order to account for a ~600 km wide plateau, they invoked an eastward ridge jump at the end of Aptian time.

A second phase was conducted in 2006 after the discoveries of presalt giant oil reserves in the Santos Basin. Modern seismic data acquired and processed by ION-GXT imaged the Moho from thick continental crust (>30 km) to thin oceanic crust (~5 km). Based on this data set, two recent studies came to different conclusions on the crustal architecture of the SSPS:

**Figure 1.** Predicted bathymetry [Smith and Sandwell, 1997] of the Santos Basin-São Paulo Plateau System (SSPS) and location of the seismic profiles of the SanBa (SB) experiment, SB01 to SB07. Seismic profiles are indicated by thick black lines, OBS in white circles, and land seismic station in white triangles. Dashed red lines are the limits of Domains I to VII proposed by Moulin et al. [2012]. A green circle shows DSDP site 356 (also the location of OBS SB04OBS14). Inset: Adapted tectonostructural map of the South Atlantic Ocean at Chron 34 (84 Ma) from Moulin et al. [2012] showing the main segmentation in the South Atlantic. Study area within the black square; brown: cratons; pink: Aptian salt; red: Cretaceous volcanism; green: SDR (seaward-dipping reflectors); S: Santos Basin; C: Campos Basin; ES: Espírito Santo Basin; N: Namibian basin.
1. Zalán et al. (2011) interpret the continental crust beneath the whole SSPS. The authors claim that a strong continuous reflector, the Conrad discontinuity, separates the crust between a rigid, highly fractured upper part and a ductile lower part. The São Paulo Plateau is described as a 15 km thick continental crust topped by about 4 km of volcanic material. By analogy with the Iberian Margin, they interpret the easternmost part of the SSPS as exhumed mantle. This exhumed mantle is further supposed to surround the entire SSPS, including the São Paulo ridge, as well as the Campos and Espírito Santo basins.

2. Kumar et al. (2012), on the other hand, do not notice evidence of exhumed mantle, except, maybe, along the Florianópolis Fracture Zone, as it was described along other fracture zones such as the São Paulo (Romanche) Fracture Zone in the Equatorial Segment [Seyler and Bonatti, 1997; Hekinian et al., 2000]. Though Kumar et al. (2012) agree with Zalán et al. (2011) on the continental nature of the SSPS, they suggest, following Thybo and Nielsen [2009] and Aslanian et al. [2009], that extension might have been partly accomplished by volcanic intrusions and extrusions.

The recent kinematic study of Moulin et al. [2012] proposes that the São Paulo Plateau represents a microblock. Its own relative movement can account for the necessary divergence to form the wide SSPS and the narrow Namibe margin, which appears to be a transform margin. The divergent movement of the microblock also created the NW-SE trend of the two Capricórnio and Cruzeiro do Sul lineaments, interpreted as transfer zones [Cobbold et al., 2001; Meising et al., 2001]. According to Moulin et al. [2012], whether a highly stretched continental crust is present beneath the SSPS or an episode of oceanic spreading occurred has similar implication in terms of horizontal movement. Following a different hypothesis for the genesis of passive margin, the formation of the SSPS can equally be explained by a phase of lower crust and/or upper mantle exhumation [Péron-Pinvidic and Manatschal, 2008; Aslanian et al., 2009; Huismans and Beaumont, 2011]. Therefore, by acquiring refraction/reflection seismic data, the 2011 Santos Basin (SanBa) experiment aimed at precisely imaging the deep structure of SSPS in order to specify the segmentation and unveil its nature.

2. The SanBa Experiment

The SanBa (Santos Basin) experiment was a joint project between the Laboratory of Geophysics and Geodynamics of Ifremer (Institut Français de Recherche pour l’Exploitation de la MER, France), the “Oceanic Domains” Laboratory of Institut Universitaire et Européen de la Mer, France, the University of Lisbon’s Faculty of Sciences (IDL, Portugal), the University of Brasilia (Brazil), and Petrobras (Brazil). The project relied on the acquisition of bathymetric, chirp [Baltzer et al., 2014], and seismic data along key profiles in the SSPS.

The region of the SSPS where the experiment took place is bounded to the NE by the Cruzeiro do Sul Lineament that connects the Cabo Frio High and the Jean Charcot seamounts [Gonçalves De Souza et al., 1993; Mohriak and Szatmari, 2008; Mohriak et al., 2010], to the SW by the Capricórnio Lineament [Bueno et al., 2004], and to the south by the São Paulo Ridge close to the Florianópolis Fracture Zone (Figure 1).

A segmentation of the SSPS in seven domains (Figure 1) was proposed by Moulin et al. [2012] who interpret them as follows:

1. Domains I and V consist of (thinned) continental crust.
2. Domains II and IV are either highly thinned continental crust or intruding/exhumed material.
3. Domain III is an abandoned oceanic ridge.
4. Domain VI remains uncertain. It forms a small triangle-shaped area at the SE end of the SSPS, in continuation of the São Paulo Ridge. Several previous studies proposed that most of the rocks in the southern part of the SSPS, near the Florianópolis Fracture Zone, correspond to basaltic layers [Gladczenko et al., 1997; Mohriak, 2004; Mohriak and Szatmari, 2008; Blaich et al., 2011], whereas some others proposed the presence of exhumed mantle [Gomes et al., 2009; Zalán et al., 2011]. Based on the recent analysis of one profile (SB03, Figure 1) from the SanBa seismic data set, Klingelhofer et al. [2014] rule out a continental origin or exhumed serpenitized upper mantle material (clear reflections from the Moho) and propose that the crust underlying this domain is of oceanic origin.
5. Domain VII is oceanic crust.

The six multichannel (MCS) and coincident wide-angle seismic profiles aimed at imaging each of these seven domains (Figure 1). They were acquired between December 2010 and January 2011 by the R/V L’Atalante.
Profiles SB01 and SB02 strike in a NW-SE direction across all seven domains. They partly follow the tracks of two ION-GXT seismic lines separated laterally by less than a hundred kilometers. If a segmentation does exist, these two profiles should help in precisely characterizing the domain’s boundaries and confirm the direction of opening of the SSPS. Each profile is more than 1000 km long. Between 55 and 60 ocean-bottom seismometers (OBS) and an additional 24 on-land seismic stations were deployed on each profile. The four remaining profiles all cross SB01 and SB02 and were dedicated to specific domains. The profile SB03 has a strictly east-west direction from the São Paulo Ridge (Domain V) to the oceanic crust (Domain VII). It aimed at unveiling the nature of Domain VI. This profile will not be detailed here as it has been the object of the specific article by Klingelhofer et al. [2014]. SB04 is a 200 km long N-S profile perpendicular to SB03 designed to image both Domains IV and V and their expected structural transition. Fifteen OBS were deployed along this profile, the last one coinciding with the DSDP 356 site. At last, the SB06 and SB07 profiles are both 150 km long with 13 OBS. They run parallel to the segmentation to focus respectively on Domain III for SB06 and Domain II for SB07.

The Ifremer OBS pool (OldOBS and MicroOBS instruments) was used for offshore wide-angle seismic acquisition. Each OBS is equipped with a three-component geophone and a hydrophone. Onshore, portable seismic stations (Reftek 125A-01 and L-4C) from the Brazilian Geophysics Instrument pool (Observatório Nacional do Rio de Janeiro) were used. At each station position, three recording systems spaced 10 m apart were deployed in a triangle configuration. The seismic source consisted of a 8909 in 3 array of 18 air guns, towed 25 m below the sea level and fired every 60 s. Shots were also recorded by a 4.5 km long, 360-channel numerical streamer towed at 12–15 m depth 275 m behind the ship.

3. Data Processing and Modeling

Multichannel seismic (MCS) acquired jointly with refraction data was processed using the Geocluster (CGG Veritas) software. The processing sequence was composed of geometry, editing and water column mute, wide band-pass filtering (2–8–64–92 Hz), multichannel (shot gather) spiking predictive deconvolution (220 ms operator length, 66 ms lag), Common Mid Point sorting, velocity analysis, hyperbolic moveout multiple attenuation, spherical divergence compensation, time-variant band-pass filter (4–12–48–64 Hz at seafloor and 2–8–32–48 Hz from 4 s below seafloor), and prestack Kirchhoff time migration.

OBS data went through a three-stage preprocessing sequence including correction of internal clock drift to GPS base time, inversion of direct water wave arrivals to correct instrument position on the seafloor from a possible drift during its descent, and offset computation to edit and finalize SEG-Y files. Land station data went through a similar sequence without relocation. It was found that severe weather conditions affected the quality of numerous records, and valuable data were only recovered at land stations 1, 3–13, 18, and 21 along SB01 and land stations 1, 2, 5, 6, 8, and 9 along SB02.

Travel time picking was mostly performed on unfiltered refraction data to keep arrival times unchanged. A signal processing sequence was applied to help the picking of large-offset traces. It included debiasing, spectral deconvolution, a 5 to 15 Hz Butterworth filter and equalization (S. Operto, personal communication). Uncertainties were visually assigned according to the signal to noise ratio of traces. They were estimated to range between 50 and 100 ms.

Wide-angle data were modeled using the ray tracing and two-dimensional iterative damped least-squares travel time inversion of the RAYINVR software [Zelt and Smith, 1992; Zelt, 1999]. Modeling was performed using a layer-stripping approach, proceeding from the top of the structure toward the bottom. Arrival times of the main sedimentary and part of the crustal interfaces were picked on MCS lines from a joint interpretation of OBS and MCS main reflectors. They were converted to depth using velocities given by refracted phases of OBS data in order to build the velocity model. Geometric constraints provided by the MCS lines for postsalt, salt, presalt, and parts of the basement and Moho interfaces thus increased the reliability of the P velocity models. Interface depth and layer velocities were jointly adjusted until an acceptable fit with the OBS data was obtained and their consistency with MCS data verified. To avoid overparameterization of the inversion, only the reflectors identified in both the MCS and OBS data were included and lateral topographic or velocity changes inserted only where required by the data.
Besides this comparison between OBS data and MCS sections, several statistical parameters (i.e., number of picks, RMS, and $\chi^2$) were assessed to validate the models. Monte Carlo approach to wide-angle model uncertainty assessment, submitted to *Tectonophysics*, 2015) and synthetic seismograms were also computed to validate modeling as it proceeded. A table of statistics for each line can be consulted in the supporting information (Tables S1–S5). Synthetic seismograms are shown below in parallel to recorded sections. They were created using the finite difference code of the Seismic Unix package [Stockwell, 1999]. A record length of 30 s at 100 m spacing and resampled velocity models at a lateral 50 m interval and a 10 m interval in depth were used. A Ricker wavelet source signal was parameterized centered at 8 Hz, similar to the signal from the air gun array used during the cruise.

In a postprocessing stage, further assessments were performed directly on final velocity models. A visual inspection of ray coverage and density plots is important to avoid overinterpretation of unconstrained regions in models (Figures S6a–S6e). An estimation of the resolution of every model is given in Figures S7a–S7e. More precisely, an a priori velocity error of 0.1 km/s and a depth error of 1 km were used. As a first assessment of models’ reliability, the lithospheric pressure was computed along models (Figures S8a–S8e). It was calculated at 125 km and did not exceed 50 MPa and therefore is still sustained by the crust [Whitmarsh *et al.*, 1996].

4. Results

4.1. Profiles SB01 and SB02

SB01 and SB02 cross the entire SSPS. MCS data acquired along these profiles display a complex sedimentary structure and rough basement topography (Figures S1 and S2). One of the main features is the salt that covers the whole northeastern part of the SSPS. It extends from the continental slope to OBS42 (530 km) on SB01 and to OBS24 (420 km) on SB02. There is a huge amount of sediments beneath the continental slope where the MCS shows several strong parallel reflectors, a few salt domes without a clear basement interface. In the oceanic basin, uppermost sediments either above the salt or covering the basement to the SE vary between 0.5 and 2 s twt (two way travel time). The salt is clearly underlain by a presalt layer of sediments between the continental slope and kilometer 260 on both profiles. Finally, an important difference in the sedimentary sequence of these two lines is the existence of a deep sedimentary basin along SB02 (between 450 and 550 km) that has no visible equivalent on SB01.

The top of basement reflection appears discontinuous on the MCS due to the effect of the salt and presalt topography. On both profiles, it is continuously rising toward the SE beneath presalt sediments. On SB01, it remains at about 5.5 s twt up to the crossing with SB07 and then goes down to ~6.5 s twt up to the end of the salt layer where it rises again and becomes a clearer and stronger reflector. On SB02, the basement goes slightly down to 5.5 s twt at the termination of the presalt and rises to ~5 s twt after 330 km. Its position is unclear beneath the deep sedimentary basin describe above, but from the crossing with SB04 toward the SE, the topography of the São Paulo Ridge and Fracture Zone is well imaged. Within the crust and deeper, the seismic signal is generally poor except after 700 km on SB01 where a horizontal reflector can be observed at about 10 s twt (see blue arrows in Figure S1).

4.1.1. Uppermost Sedimentary Structure

On OBS data (e.g., Figures 2–5), refracted phases in the uppermost sediments have apparent velocities varying between 2.0 and 3.5 km/s and are regularly seen among secondary arrivals at offsets between 5 and 15 km. On records from instruments located over the continental slope (OBS01 to OBS12 on SB01 and OBS55 to OBS45 on SB02), these phases evolve as first arrivals with velocities up to 4 km/s, indicating the thickening of these sediments toward the NW (e.g., Figure 4). Precritical reflections in the uppermost sedimentary sequence are usually seen beneath the direct water wave arrivals’ cone of OBS data. They correlate well with the two uppermost sedimentary reflectors identified on the MCS lines (Figures S1 and S2).

These elements constrain the uppermost sedimentary structure of SB01 and SB02 velocity models (Figures 6 and 7). Both models are made of a first sedimentary layer, ~1 km thick, with velocities between 1.9 and 2.0 km/s. Below, the second layer is more heterogeneous as it depends on the salt and basement morphology. It is particularly thick (~3–4 km) with a high-velocity range (2.3–2.5 km/s at the top and 3.6–4 km/s at the bottom of the layer) over the continental slope area and between the large diapirs in the first kilometers of the oceanic basin (i.e., between 0 and 150 km). Seaward, it rarely exceeds 2 km above the salt for velocities varying from top
to bottom between 2.3–2.5 km/s and 2.7–3.0 km/s. Along SB02, it thins to ~1 km above the deep sedimentary basin between 450 and 550 km, while its velocity range increases from 3.2 to 3.5 km/s as it drapes the rough basement at the termination of the line. On SB01, to the SE of the crossing with SB04, three sedimentary layers were modeled in good agreement with the MCS data (Figure S1). The second layer is very thin (less than 1 km) and has velocities of 2.2–2.4 km/s. Below, velocities in the third layer increase from 2.5–2.8 km/s at the top to 3.3–3.5 above the basement.

**Figure 2.** OBS34 on SB01 profile. (a) Geophone component of the recorded seismic section with band-pass filter (3–5–24–36), a 8 km/s velocity reduction, and an offset-dependent gain applied; (b) synthetic section [Stockwell, 1999] with the same velocity reduction and offset-dependent gain applied; (c) travel times picks from color-coded interpreted phases; black lines are calculated travel times in the final model; (d) corresponding ray tracing of black lines in Figure 2c.
4.1.2. Deep Sedimentary Structure

The deep sedimentary structure of the SSPS consists of salt, presalt, and the deep basin observed on SB02. While, on SB02, a large salt diapir is present beneath the continental slope (km 60), on SB01, the first salt dome only appears at the termination of the slope (km 140). On this profile, instead of salt, MCS data suggest the presence of a thick accumulation of destabilized and deformed sediments (Figure S1). OBS data are, however, quite similar on both profiles with refracted phases that reach offsets as long as 40–50 km and apparent velocities increasing up to 5.5 km/s (Figure 4). The modeling of these phases implied a 10 km thick sedimentary package beneath the slope with velocities reaching 5.5–5.8 km/s at its deepest levels.

Figure 3. OBSS2 on SB01 profile. Same legend and color code as Figure 2.

4.1.2. Deep Sedimentary Structure

The deep sedimentary structure of the SSPS consists of salt, presalt, and the deep basin observed on SB02. While, on SB02, a large salt diapir is present beneath the continental slope (km 60), on SB01, the first salt dome only appears at the termination of the slope (km 140). On this profile, instead of salt, MCS data suggest the presence of a thick accumulation of destabilized and deformed sediments (Figure S1). OBS data are, however, quite similar on both profiles with refracted phases that reach offsets as long as 40–50 km and apparent velocities increasing up to 5.5 km/s (Figure 4). The modeling of these phases implied a 10 km thick sedimentary package beneath the slope with velocities reaching 5.5–5.8 km/s at its deepest levels.
The salt layer sensu stricto is imaged from OBS12 to OBS43 along SB01 and from OBS55 to OBS24 along SB02. The reflection on top of the salt is characterized by a high-amplitude precritical reflected (Figures 2 and 4) phase seen at null offsets and also well constrained on the MCS data. Refracted waves in the salt appear as strong amplitude first arrivals at offsets lower than 20 km and are often seen to continue at greater offsets among secondary arrivals. Due to the presence of diapirs, some records appear highly disturbed and asymmetric but overall the apparent velocity of salt is around 4.5 km/s. In the final models, the salt layer shows velocities that vary from 4.2 to 4.7 km/s in SB01 and from 4.2 to 4.5 km/s in SB02. Its

Figure 4. OBS45 on SB02 profile. Same legend and color code as Figure 2.
thickness is highly variable: from 4 km thick diapirs to almost zero between the largest one. Seaward, the salt morphology varies from small diapirs to a canopy shape and its thickness (1 to 4 km) mainly depends on basement depth variations.

In SB01, between 350 and 480 km, the salt layer is almost 5 km thick but its structure is heterogeneous and might be stratified above the basement. A few OBS indeed record reflected phases accompanied with blind zones followed by delayed refracted phases with apparent velocity close to the salt’s average value, suggesting the occurrence of velocity inversions. These observations are, however, inconsistent from one.

Figure 5. OBS16 on SB02 profile. Same legend and color code as Figure 2.
instrument to another. Keeping a single layer with salt velocities was therefore the best compromise to explain all data and keep the model simple in this area.

A presalt sedimentary layer is identified beneath the salt from the end of the continental slope to kilometer 260 on both profiles. On MCS lines (Figures S1 and S2), it is characterized by a set of strong parallel reflectors at about 5–6 s twt. Precise phase identification and estimation of the apparent velocity of presalt is difficult to perform on OBS data mostly because of the complex geometry that salt diapirs impose on first arrivals (e.g., Figure 4). On both models, the presalt layer is about 2 km thick. This average thickness associated with velocities between 5.2 and 5.7 km/s on SB01 and between 5.3 and 5.5 km/s on SB02 offers the simplest solution that allows a good fit of OBS arrivals and a good correspondence with MCS observations. In fact, we cannot exclude that velocity within the presalt layer is changing particularly toward the end of the layer on SB01 where a velocity inversion may prevail.

At last, wide-angle data imaging the deep sedimentary basin located in SB02 (420–540 km) are characterized by long almost linear first arrivals that reach offsets of 30 km with maximum apparent velocity of 5 km/s (Figure 5). The longest offsets observed for this phase are all seen on half sections recording shots from the SE, confirming the deepening of the basin toward this direction. Though the top of basement is not reflective and its position unclear on MCS data, the sharp break in apparent velocity is interpreted as the transition to crustal arrivals. This deep sedimentary basin is therefore modeled with velocities between 4.8 and 5.3 km/s on the final model. In its deepest part, it reaches 7.5 km, giving a maximum thickness of 3.5 km.

Figure 6. SB01 final velocity model based on the modeling of wide-angle seismic data. Velocities are contoured at 0.25 km/s intervals, and black lines mark layer boundaries from the modeling. Shaded areas are unconstrained by seismic rays. Red circles mark OBS positions, and arrows indicate cross-points with other SanBa profiles.

Figure 7. SB02 final velocity model based on the modeling of wide-angle seismic data. See legend of Figure 6.
4.1.3. Crustal Structure

Underlying this complex sedimentary structure, the geometry of the top of the basement is complex but well constrained everywhere, at least by one of the MCS or OBS data sets. Beneath the presalt, it slowly rises toward the SE, from 10 km beneath the slope to 6–6.5 km beneath the oceanic basin. On SB01, it remains high (6 km) until ~320 km before deepening to 8–9 km at 340 km and rising to 7 km between 440 km and 510 km (Figure 6). However, on SB02, it deepens down to 7 km just at the presalt termination (260–325 km) and then rises slightly to 6 km between 330 and 420 km (Figure 7), where the salt ends and, toward the SE, the basement is globally higher at 4–5 km depth except beneath the deep sedimentary basin identified on SB02, where it is modeled at a depth of 7.5 km. On average, the basement is at 6 km depth at the ends of the profiles but consists of many highs and lows. Crustal arrivals on OBS data are also variable throughout the SSPS. Phase triplications between Pg, Pn, and PmP evolve from an offset of about 190 km to 150 km on land station records to about 50–100 km for a majority of OBS located over the SSPS (Figures 4 and 5) and up to 20–30 km on those located at the SE ends of the profiles (Figure 3). However, a striking difference between the two profiles exists for crustal phases imaging the central part of the SSPS. Along SB02, OBS located between 260 and 420 km have similar characteristics to those on each side, except that the cutoff of the Pg is around 50 km, suggesting thinner crust. On the other hand, along SB01, the PmP phase is clearly absent on OBS located between the crossings of SB07 and SB04. Instead, long-offset, continuous, and high-amplitude refracted phases with a 7 to 8 km/s apparent velocity can be observed (Figure 2).

On final velocity models (Figures 6 and 7), the first important feature modeled is the thinning of the continental crust on their NW ends. On SB01, the continental crust consists of two layers with velocities varying from 5.80 to 6.50 km/s and from 6.50 to 7.00 km/s, respectively. A total crustal thickness of about ~40 km to 35 km was modeled from Pn phases. Although we further controlled the continental crust thickness by gravity modeling, a velocity-thickness trade-off cannot be ruled out, since the wide-angle profile is not reversed inland. The thinning that occurs between ~50 km and 100 km was modeled from PmP and Pn phases and has the shape of a necking zone. The top of the crust deepens up to 10 km, and its velocity progressively increases from 6.0 to 6.45 km/s while the Moho rises to 21 km. Similarly, on SB02, a 40 km thick continental crust was modeled with two layers which have velocities of 5.60–6.35 km/s and 6.50–7.10 km/s, respectively. The necking zone, located from ~50 to 100 km, leads to a 13 km thick crust with an upper velocity increasing to 6.2 km/s and a Moho depth at 23 km. On both profiles, the velocity at the bottom of the crust remains constant across the necking zone.

A second zone of crustal thinning is imaged at the center of the models, where a deeper basement is also observed. The velocity structure is, however, very different between SB01 and SB02. On SB01, from 340 to 500 km, below a 3–5 km thick, high-velocity (6.0–6.5 km/s), upper basement layer, a second 6.5 km thick layer with velocities increasing from 7.0 to 7.8 km/s from top to bottom is required in order to model the long-offset and high-amplitude refracted phases described previously. By contrast, on SB02 (250–350 km), the Moho rises to a minimum depth of 14.5 km, but the crustal structure and velocities remain similar to those modeled on each side, with upper (5.6 to 6.3 km/s) and lower (6.5 to 7.1 km/s) layers between 7 and 10 km thick.

Surrounding this central region, the crust on both SB01 and SB02 has a similar velocity structure. The upper crust velocities are lower than 6 km/s, varying between 5.3 and 5.8 km/s, while the lower crust velocity does not exceed 7.2 km/s. The total crustal thickness varies between 10 and 17 km. Only the SE ends of the two models are marked by a prominent and abrupt decrease in Moho depth and crustal thickness. In SB01, the crust consists of two crustal layers (6.0–6.5 and 6.7–7.0 km/s). The Moho at 11–12 km corresponds to the noncontinuous reflectors observed on the MCS profile (blue arrows on Figure S1). Along SB02, the thinning marks the crossing of the São Paulo Ridge and Fracture Zone and the presence of oceanic crust. It is 6 km thick and made of two layers (5.3–5.7 and 6.3–6.8 km/s), with a Moho at 12 km depth.

4.1.4. Lithospheric Mantle Structure

The base of the two models consists of a lithospheric mantle layer with a constant upper velocity of 8.0 km/s that allows a good fit of the Pn arrival times observed on OBS records. The only exception occurs in the central part of SB01 where the velocity at the top of this layer starts at 7.8 km/s. No velocity step is
required here without any evidence of a reflection from the Moho on OBS data. A few late secondary arrivals are observed on some OBS located over SB02. We interpreted these arrivals as reflected phases from the lithospheric mantle (Figure 3). These can be explained by the presence of reflective interfaces within the mantle, but with the lack of constraints on the lithospheric mantle structure, their depth and position (50–150 km) are highly uncertain.

4.2. Profile SB04

SB04 is the N-S profile crossing SB01 and SB02 and terminating at the São Paulo Ridge (Figure 1). On the MCS line (Figure S3), salt domes are present in the first 50 km, while a sedimentary basin covers the rest of the line.
This basin shows an internal prominent and waving reflector around 5 s twt sealing a succession of later events observed up to 6 s twt. These reflectors reveal the northward extension of the deep sedimentary basin described in SB02.

4.2.1. Uppermost Sedimentary Structure

In the near-offset range (up to ~5–10 km) of most OBS data recorded along SB04, two secondary refracted arrivals are visible with apparent velocities of 2.0 and 2.5 km/s, corresponding to the upper sedimentary cover also described along the two main profiles (Figures 8 and 9). Reflected phases at the interfaces of these sediments are again well visible inside the water wave arrivals’ cone and have travel times consistent with the main sedimentary reflectors seen on the MCS line (Figure S3).

Figure 9. OBS12 on SB04 profile. Same legend and color code as Figure 2.
The SB04 final model (Figure 10) consists therefore of two uppermost sedimentary layers, with velocities of 1.85–2.0 km/s and 2.55–2.8 km/s. These sedimentary layers are overall less than 2 km thick, they thin to about half a kilometer in the central part of the profile (~80 km), and their thickness is highly variable between salt diapirs.

4.2.2. Deep Sedimentary Structure

At offsets less than ~20 km, first arrivals recorded in the five northern OBS (OBS01–OBS05) correspond to refracted waves in the salt. Their apparent velocities span from ~3.5 km/s to ~4.5 km/s due to the presence of diapirs (Figure 8). This geometry is, however, well constrained by both precritical reflections on OBS data and a strong reflector present on MCS (Figure S3).

The next 10 OBS (OBS06–OBS14) record almost linear and strong first arrivals with varying apparent velocities (4 to 5 km/s) in the offset range from 10 to 20 km (Figure 9). The top of this layer consists of the very bright and continuous reflector at 5 s twt on MCS (Figure S3) and a strong reflection phase within the water cone of OBS sections (Figure 9). In contrast, as for SB02, its base is not well imaged by the MCS data but can be constrained nevertheless by a break of first arrivals’ apparent velocity and sparse near-offset and wide-angle reflected phases (Figure 9). A decrease in the offset of the crossover point with deeper phases reveals a thinning of this basin south of the crossing of SB04 with SB02, where it attains its maximum thickness.

In the final velocity model (Figure 10), the salt layer presents upper velocities ranging from 3.5 to 4.1 km/s and a bottom velocity of ~4.8 km/s. The base of the layer is constrained by reflections identified on four OBS records that require its pronounced southward shallowing from ~8.5 km to ~5 km, over its last ~20 km. Further south, the deep sedimentary basin has a velocity of ~4.7 km/s at ~4 km depth that increases up to ~5.3 km/s at ~6.5 km depth. Approaching the Florianópolis Fracture Zone (FFZ), this basin gets thicker (3–3.5 km) and its base deeper (7 km). Its surface is more rugged with velocities decreasing to ~4.3–4.5 km/s while its bottom velocity reaches 5.5 km/s.

4.2.3. Crustal and Upper Mantle Structure

The Pg phase is identified as a first arrival in large-offset bands for most of the OBS seismic record sections. In the first 50 km of the profile, its apparent velocity is affected by the salt topography but, from 50 km southward, it clearly increases with offset, from ~5.7 km/s to ~7 km/s (Figures 8 and 9). The offset extent of the Pg is highly variable from just ~5 km in the north of the profile (OBS02), increasing up to ~30 km on OBS05 (Figure 8), to at least ~60 km over the remaining OBS (e.g., Figure 9). This observation indicates an important northward crustal thinning that corroborates observations made on the two main profiles. On OBS06 to OBS14, the PmP is a remarkably strong and long (it runs over 70 km) precritical phase, while it is absent from the northernmost OBS records as in SB01.

Pn phases can be identified as very fast (more than 8 km/s) first arrivals in the six northern OBS (OBS01–OBS06) where it becomes a first arrival at offsets of only ~20–40 km, indicative of extremely thin crust. We did not identify Pn phases on the other records. Three OBS (OBS04, OBS05, and OBS09) also show strong reflections interpreted to originate from the mantle (Figure 8).
The final model indicates mantle-like velocities of \(~7.7\) km/s at only 11 km beneath the first OBS (0 to 20 km). The extremely thin crust (2–3 km thick) present here has velocities that range from 5.6–5.7 km/s in its upper part to 6.4–6.9 km/s at its base. Further south, the Moho deepens with an \(~8^\circ\) slope to \(\sim17.5–20\) km. There, velocities in the upper crust are between 5.5 and 6.0 km/s and increase with depth to a maximum of \(\sim7.2\) km/s.

4.3. Profile SB06

SB06 strikes perpendicularly to SB01 and SB02 (Figure 1). The MCS profile (Figure S4) shows an upper sedimentary cover affected by salt domes except in the 40 km at the NE extremity of the line where the salt
surface flattens. Though noncontinuous, the basement is clearly seen and deepens from 5 s at the crossing with SB02 (SW) to ~7 s at the crossing with SB01 (NE).

4.3.1. Sedimentary Structure
As already noticed in this area along the two main profiles, the salt topography makes OBS sections asymmetric along SB06. At short offsets, refracted phases in this salt layer appear as first arrivals while uppermost sedimentary phases come as secondary arrivals. Apparent velocities are again clearly lower than 3 km/s in uppermost sediments and approximately 4.5 km/s in salt. Associated near-offset reflected phases are visible within the water cone; the top of the salt is a strong reflector on MCS data, generating also particularly high amplitude reflected phases on OBS data (Figure 11).

The SB06 final velocity model (Figure 12) consists of a continuous uppermost sedimentary structure with velocities between 1.9 and 2.6 km/s. Its thickness varies between 1 and 2 km according to the salt topography. Between larger diapirs, uppermost sediments can reach a maximum thickness of 2.5 km, and their velocity increases to 2.8 km/s (e.g., beneath OBS10 at 25 km). Deeper, the salt layer has upper velocities varying between 4.3 and 4.5 km/s. They increase to 4.7 km/s at its base. It is only 2 km thick in the WSW of the model and thickens progressively toward the ESE to reach 5–6 km.

4.3.2. Crustal Structure
The eastward dipping trend of the basement observed on the MCS data (Figure S4) is confirmed on OBS data. From OBS14 to OBS12, the crossover between refracted phases in the salt and upper crust is at an offset of ~15 km, while for the sections OBS10 to OBS06, this occurs at offsets close to 20 km (Figure 11). On the last five sections (OBS05 to OBS01), this crossover appears back at an offset of about 15 km to return progressively to 20 km, suggesting a basement high. Pg arrivals are observed on all OBS sections, but only those recorded over the western half of the profile show clear PmP reflections (see difference between E and W sides of the section shown in Figure 12). Upper mantle Pn events are of weak amplitude and recorded from OBS04 through OBS13, with the exception of OBS10.

In the final model (Figure 12), the top of the acoustic basement dips eastward from 6 km to approximately 9 km. As suggested by OBS data, this trend is perturbed by two topographic features: a step at 30 km where the basement depth suddenly increases from 6 km to 7 km and a remarkable high between 60 and 90 km where it rises from 8.5 km to 6.6 km and then goes down to 9.7 km before returning to 8.7 km beneath OBS01. Two layers were used to model refracted phases in the crust while a few reflections allow constraining of their interface (from 0 to 10 km and 60 to 90 km). There is also an overall increase of velocity toward the NE. While in the SW velocities range from 5.6 to 6.2 km/s in the upper layer and 6.5 to 7.5 km/s in the lower layer, in the NE they rise to 6.0–6.5 km/s and 6.9–7.6 km/s, respectively. This lateral velocity gradient coincides with

---

**Figure 12.** SB06 final velocity model based on the modeling of wide-angle seismic data. See legend of Figure 6.
a progressive thinning of the two layers from about 11 to 7 km. Finally, the bottom layer of the model consists of an upper velocity of 7.8 km/s. Overall, the modeling of SB06 confirms, after SB01 and SB02, that the central part of the SSP5 is highly heterogeneous.

4.4. Profile SB07

SB07 also runs perpendicularly to SB01 and SB02 (Figure 1). Salt is present across the entire MCS profile (Figure S5). Diapirs appear fewer but larger on the western half of the line than on its eastern half. The basement is a particularly strong and quite continuous reflector between 5 s twt and 6 s twt, rising clearly at about 70–80 km and remaining high in the NE end of the profile.
4.4.1. Seismic Data
Every OBS section of profile SB07 shows again refracted arrivals heavily disturbed by salt diapirs. High amplitudes mark the triplication between salt and crustal phases (Figure 13). Confirming the deepening of the basement toward the SW, triplications occur at increasing offsets, from 10 km at the crossing with SB01 to 20 km at the crossing with SB02. On most sections, Pg arrivals are clearly identifiable but PmP and Pn phases are mostly weak if identifiable.

4.4.2. Velocity Model
The SB07 final velocity model (Figure 14) comprises two uppermost sedimentary layers, a salt layer, two crustal layers, and a lithospheric mantle layer. The two uppermost sedimentary layers are characterized by low seismic velocities of 1.9–2.1 km/s and 2.2–3.5 km/s and highly variable thicknesses, the highest velocities being found where sediments are the thickest between diapirs. The underlying salt layer shows velocities between 4.2 and 4.7 km/s and forms domes as much as 5 km thick. Salt thins drastically to a few hundred meters at the crossing with SB01 because the basement rises from 7.5 km to a depth of 6 km. Crustal thickness increases from about 8 km (Moho at 15–16 km) in the southwestern end of the profile (SB02) to 13 km (Moho at 18–19 km) in its northeastern end (SB01). It comprises two layers of velocities respectively between 5.9–6.5 km/s and 6.6–7.3 km/s. These velocities remain constant throughout the line as lithospheric mantle velocity which is found to be 8.0 km/s.

5. Discussion
5.1. New Proposed Segmentation of the SSPS
Based on the velocity models described above, a new segmentation of the SSPS is presented in Figures 15 and 16. This subdivision is coherent with the observation of the gravity and magnetic grids (Figure 17). Each domain’s characteristics are presented here, and a discussion on their nature follows.

1. In the NW, the onshore extensions of SB01 and SB02 allow the identification of an unthinned continental crust domain (Domain CC) and a necking zone domain (Domain N). The unthinned crust is ~35–40 km thick with velocities between 5.6 and 7.0 km/s. In Domain N, the Moho rises to less than 25 km and the basement surface deepens to 10 km while its velocity increases to 6.4 km/s. The necking zone is very narrow, with an extension of less than 100 km. It also shows very thin, SW-NE structured magnetic lineaments and strong SW-NE positive gravity anomalies.

2. Further SE, Domain A consists of a thin crust. It is characterized by some salt and presalt overlaying an 11 to 15 km thick crust with seismic velocities between 6.0 and 7.0 km/s. The top of the crust and the Moho rise slowly toward the SE with a slight increase in crustal thickness and decrease in upper crust velocity. We define a subdomain A’ at the southeastern end of Domain A where presalt is absent but minor

Figure 14. SB07 final velocity model based on the modeling of wide-angle seismic data. See legend of Figure 6.
Figure 15. Synthesis of results from the SanBa seismic experiment. Velocity models for (a) SB01, (b) SB02, (c) SB03, (d) SB04, (e) SB06, and (f) SB07 are all divided according to the new proposed segmentation of the SSPS. Only resolved regions in models are shown; unresolved regions appear in white. See Figures S7a–S7e for details on resolution tests. Upper interfaces displayed as thin black lines are geological interface constrained by MCS data. Thick black lines indicate deep geological interface constrained by wide-angle reflections. Dashed and continuous whitelines differentiate unresolved from resolved interfaces needed for modeling purposes.
changes on the crustal structure are observed: the basement is at only 6 km depth with a velocity as low as 5.8 km/s, and the crust is 15 km thick. This subdomain has a triangular shape because it is about 70 km large on SB01 but does not exist on SB02. Domain A′ corresponds to a low anomaly and a high anomaly on the gravity and magnetic maps, respectively.

3. In the center of the SSPS, Domain B is a region of very thin crust that extends as far as the oceanward limit of the salt. At the boundary with Domain A, the salt changes to a canopy-style morphology and the basement deepens by 1 to 2 km. It is the domain that shows the most heterogeneous crustal structure. Its whole northeastern part (SB01) has a crust 2.5 to 5 km thick with velocities between 6.0 and 6.5 km/s overlying a layer of anomalous velocity (7.0–7.8 km/s) without any reflection from the Moho. By contrast, its southwestern part (SB02) is characterized by velocities similar to that in Domain A or C though with a much thinner crust (between 7–8 km and 11 km thick). Domain B is an area of low magnetic and high gravity anomalies. The gravity map exhibits stronger N80-aligned gravity anomalies along the boundaries of Domain B with Domains A and C. This observation may be connected with the sharp changes in crustal thickness and Moho depth. A subdomain B′ is defined on the SE half of Domain B where the top of the basement slightly rises and/or the Moho deepens compared to its northeastern half.

4. Domain C shows a pattern similar to Domain A with high positive magnetic anomalies and low gravity anomalies. It also depicts a crustal structure close to Domain A except it has a lower upper crust velocity (5.2 km/s). It is 11 to 17 km thick with a velocity of 6.9 km/s above the Moho. Salt is absent in this domain, but its southern part is characterized by a 3.5 km thick deep sedimentary basin that bounds the São Paulo Ridge and FFZ.

5. Domain D presents a 5 km thick atypical crust made of a thin upper layer (1–1.5 km) that presents velocities varying from 6.0–6.3 to 6.5 km/s and a 3–4 km thick lower layer with velocities of 6.7–7.0 km/s.

Figure 16. New segmentation of the SSPS over predicted bathymetry [Smith and Sandwell, 1997]. New domains are delimited by colored polygons separated by thick dotted black lines (CC: continental crust, N: necking zone, OC: oceanic crust, see discussion for nature of Domains A to D) and thin dotted black lines between subdomains A-A′ and B-B′. Thin black lines are SanBa wide-angle seismic profiles; white circle and triangles are OBS and land seismic stations; yellow dashed lines indicate the segments previously defined by Moulin et al. [2012].
Located to the southeastern part of the SSPS, South of the Jean Charcot Seamounts where a strong step in bathymetry, a low gravity, and calm magnetic areas exit, this domain has a triangular shape. Also imaged at the center of SB03, the nature of Domain D is discussed in the recent article by Klingelhoefer et al. (2014) who infer the presence of proto-oceanic crust in this area based on the atypical velocity structure of the basement.

6. Finally, oceanic crust located at the SE extremity of the experiment (Domain OC) is barely imaged at the termination of SB01, but its velocity structure is better constrained at the end of SB02.

This segmentation shows a global v-shaped structure. The limits between domains are parallel to the coast in the northern part of the SSPS while they are mainly N85° in its central and southern parts. These orientations are different from the rest of the central segment of the South Atlantic and confirm that the opening direction of the SSPS was oblique to the general opening motions of the South American and African plates (Cobbold et al., 2001; Meisling et al., 2001; Moulin et al., 2012; Heine et al., 2013). It is also worth to note that the central and southern limits between domains are not exactly perpendicular to the lineaments (Cruzeiro do Sul and Capricórnio, Figure 1) and transfer zones (Cobbold et al., 2001; Meisling et al., 2001). Instead, they trend parallel to the Florianópolis Fracture Zone and the general opening motions of the South American and African plates. This may imply that, despite its main oblique opening direction, the South America/Africa global movement had an influence on the SSPS structures.

Figure 17. Maps of the SSPS showing (a) crustal thickness, (b) Moho depth, (c) satellite-derived free-air gravity anomaly [Sandwell and Smith, 2009], and (d) magnetic anomaly reduced to the pole (Petrobras internal database based on EMAG2 [Maus et al., 2009]). The new segmentation of the SSPS appears in contour-colored polygons and/or separated by thick dotted black lines and thin dotted black lines between subdomains A-A′ and B-B′ (CC: continental crust, N: necking zone, OC: oceanic crust, see text for nature of Domains A to D). Thin black lines are SanBa wide-angle seismic profiles; white circle and triangles are OBS and land seismic stations. On Figure 17d, the thick dotted white lines separate areas with predominantly negative magnetic anomalies from areas with predominantly positive magnetic anomalies.
5.2. Crustal Structure of the Continental Crust: Domain CC

Figure 18 shows a comparison of 1-D velocity-depth profiles from both profiles SB01 and SB02 with a worldwide compilation of unthinned continental crust [Christensen and Mooney, 1995]. All these profiles display clear similarities in both their velocity range and gradient as well as absence of, or only a small, velocity step at the transition between upper and lower crustal layers (around 22 km depth). Although it was necessary for modeling purposes to include two crustal layers of different velocity gradient, the existence and exact position of their common boundary should be considered as uncertain. Indeed, to accurately constrain the crustal thickness at the onshore/offshore limit, on-land shots would have been needed.

The crust in the continental area onshore Brazil has been found in a recent compilation of seismic data [Assumpção et al., 2013a] with an average thickness of 39 ± 5 km. The continental crust is the thickest in Southern Brazil, precisely in the Paraná Basin where good quality receiver function measurements indicate values of 42 ± 4 km [Assumpção et al., 2002, 2013b]. Closer to the coast of SE Brazil, the crust is slightly thinner than average. An onshore refraction seismic experiment made in the Serra do Mar near Ubatuba (east of São Paulo) measured a 36.2 km (±2.6 km) thick crust [Bassini, 1986, in Cobbold et al., 2001]. These values are globally in the range of what is found along the two main SanBa profiles though they suggest a thicker crust beneath the coastline than previous studies. Overall, these results imply that the crust imaged in Domain CC is not thinned and the thinning process for the SSPS basin system begins offshoreward.

5.3. Crustal Structure and Geometry of the Continental Crust Necking Zone: Domain N

Domain N of the SSPS depicts SW-NE well-structured magnetic anomalies (Figure 17d) and is the place where the continental crust thins from ~35–40 km to less than 15 km. On 1-D velocity-depth profiles (Figure 19), the thickness of the upper crustal layer decreases drastically while its upper velocity increases. This can be explained by a progressive removal of the upper crust (or exhumation of middle/lower crust) or by the increasing mass of a thickening sedimentary cover (i.e., reducing the porosity and increasing the density of the crust) or by a combination of both. In the lower layer, the top and bottom velocities do not change but its thickness also decreases. Overall velocity-depth profiles have a continental crust signature with a global increase in the mean velocity and the velocity gradient as the crust becomes thinner.

The necking is very narrow and occurs over a distance of less than a hundred kilometers. Such an abrupt necking zone is a recurrent feature observed on many other margins. For instance, it is ~150 km on the Galicia continental margin [Gonzalez et al., 1999], ~150 km on the Nova Scotia margin [Funck et al., 2004], ~50 km on the Angolan margin [Contrucci et al., 2004a; Moul et al., 2005], ~150 km in northern Morocco [Contrucci et al., 2004b], and ~100 km in southern Morocco [Klingelhofer et al., 2009; Labails and Olivet, 2009]. Abrupt crustal thinning, together with a wide basin seaward, can be explained if a vertical collapse of the basin (“sag”) occurred. The subsidence may take the form of a seaward tilting with different amplitudes but also the form of a purely vertical movement, without any tilting, as in the case of a “sag” basin. The formation of these wide (“sag”) offshore basin (as the SSPS) filled with
quasihorizontal sedimentary layers on top of a continental basement cannot occur if considering a single hinge line and an abrupt thinning of the continental crust. This form of subsidence implies two hinge lines, one located at the beginning (top) and the other at the termination (bottom) of the necking zone [e.g., Leroux et al., 2015].

5.4. Structure and Nature of the Crust in Domains A and C

Domains A and C exhibit similar gravity and magnetic patterns with a wide, low gravity anomaly and large positive magnetic anomalies, respectively (Figures 17c and 17d). These two domains also present similar velocity structures with crustal thickness varying between 11 and 17 km and a constant bottom velocity at 7 km/s. The upper layer and velocities are the most changing. The layer is almost absent in places while upper velocities vary between 5.2 and 6.4 km/s. These velocities are globally higher than those found in a previous experiment conducted in the south of the SSPS, where values of 5.09–5.56 km/s and 6.37–6.78 km/s were measured respectively for the upper and lower crustal layers [Leyden et al., 1971]. This discrepancy might result from differences in the data acquisition (sonobuoys versus ocean-bottom seismometers) and interpretation methods: older studies used the uniform interval velocities for refracted waves propagating along the layer boundary while modern studies use the more appropriate velocity gradients and rays turning in the different layers [White et al., 1992]. Some discrepancies also exist between our models and those interpreted from the MCS data set acquired by ION-GXT [i.e., Zalán et al., 2011; Kumar et al., 2012]. Zalán et al. [2011] state that the Moho rises steeply and mantle is exhumed at the southeastern limit of Domain C and in Domain D. In this area, our velocity models clearly indicate the presence of a Moho discontinuity with a sharp velocity step and an upper mantle at 8.0 km/s, typical for unaltered peridotite. Such observations are incompatible with the presence of exhumed mantle [Klingelhofer et al., 2014]. Also, in geological models of both Zalán et al. [2011] and Kumar et al. [2012], the position of the Moho is mainly constrained by gravity modeling. Where the SanBa profiles coincide with their models, large differences on the Moho depth can be observed. For example, beneath the boundary between subdomains A and A’ on SB01, the Moho is at 20 km while Kumar et al. [2012] place it close to 24 km. In SB01 Domain C, a Moho at 16–17 km has been modeled from seismic data while it is at 23 km depth according to Zalán et al. [2011]. Finally, though the Moho depth (22–23 km) in SB02 Domain A is consistent with the one found by Zalán et al. [2011], their models suggest progressive thinning of the continental crust in Domain B while a shallow Moho is required by wide-angle data (Figure 21).

The question of the nature of the SSPS has been highly debated [see Moulin et al., 2012, for a review]. Leyden et al. [1971] concluded on its oceanic nature, while, more recently, Zalán et al. [2011] and Kumar et al. [2012] interpreted the regions equivalent to Domains A and C as a thinned continental crust. In the reconstruction of Moulin et al. [2012], our Domains A and C correspond well to their Domains I and V (except the eastern end of the latter) and partly to their Domains II and IV (Figure 15). They suggest Domains I and V are made of a thinned continental crust. Their Domains II and IV were proposed based
on the termination of presalt sediments and an irregular salt base and presented as either a highly stretched continental crust or exhumed material.

Figures 20a–20c present a compilation of 1-D velocity-depth profiles sampling Domains A and C at every 10 km. None of these curves fit in the bounds of normal oceanic crust [White et al., 1992]. They do not either reflect the thickness of typical continental crust [Christensen and Mooney, 1995], but the velocity range in both their upper and lower parts is similar to those of typical continental curves as well as those of Domains CC and N. Figures 20d–20f further compare velocity structures between the SSPS and various regions of either continental or oceanic affinity where seismic refraction experiments have imaged similar crustal thicknesses. Domains A and C show a close velocity structure to thinned continental crust imaged at Rockall Trough [Klingelhöfer et al., 2005] and along the Sardinian margin [Aflihado et al., 2015] (Figure 20d). On the other hand, they differ greatly from thickened oceanic crust found along margins affected by a large amount of volcanism during rifting (e.g., the North Atlantic Volcanic Province [Parkin and White, 2008], Figure 20e) and at oceanic plateaus or ridges (e.g., Tuamotu plateau [Patriat et al., 2002] or Carnegie Ridge [Sallarès et al., 2005], Figure 20f). In these two contexts, both extrusive basalts and a large amount of intruded mafic material explain respectively lower velocities on top of the basement and higher velocities at its base compared to continental crust of similar thickness.

Crustal velocities and structure in Domains A and C and their continuity with the necking zone therefore favor that a vast majority of the SSPS is continental in nature, in good accordance with crustal velocities and structure in Domains A and C and their continuity with the necking zone. Domains B and C show a close velocity structure to thinned continental crust imaged at Rockall Trough [Klingelhöfer et al., 2005] and along the Sardinian margin [Aflihado et al., 2015] (Figure 20d). On the other hand, they differ greatly from thickened oceanic crust found along margins affected by a large amount of volcanism during rifting (e.g., the North Atlantic Volcanic Province [Parkin and White, 2008], Figure 20e) and at oceanic plateaus or ridges (e.g., Tuamotu plateau [Patriat et al., 2002] or Carnegie Ridge [Sallarès et al., 2005], Figure 20f). In these two contexts, both extrusive basalts and a large amount of intruded mafic material explain respectively lower velocities on top of the basement and higher velocities at its base compared to continental crust of similar thickness.

Crustal velocities and structure in Domains A and C and their continuity with the necking zone therefore favor that a vast majority of the SSPS is continental in nature, in good accordance with Zalán et al. [2011], Kumar et al. [2012], and Moulin et al. [2012]. As for Domain N, the highest upper crustal velocity (6.5 km/d) found in Domain A can be explained by a higher density in the crust due to the increased weight of the thickened overlying sediments, by exhumation of middle/lower crust, or a combination of both.

5.5. Structure and Nature of the Crust in Central Domain B

As described above, Domain B has a very heterogeneous crustal structure with an extremely thin crust and the presence of an anomalous velocity layer in its whole northeastern part. It also exhibits very different magnetic and gravimetric patterns compared to Domains A and C. Domain B is comprised in a large area of mostly negative magnetic anomalies (see dashed white line surrounding this area in Figure 17d) and present a v-shaped pattern of positive gravity anomalies (Figure 17c). These observations put into question a single compositional nature for this domain and thus for the entire SSPS. Domain B corresponds partly to Domains II and IV of Moulin et al. [2012] and includes their entire Domain III. This domain, which was inferred from changes in salt morphology (from canopy to connected diapirs) and changes in depth of the basement surface and some observed deep reflection patterns, was proposed as an abandoned oceanic ridge.

Figure 22 presents velocity-depth profiles in Domain B. In its southwestern part and along SB02 (Figure 22a), its velocity structure follows the trend discussed above for Domains N, A, and C. Though its thinnest crust falls into the bounds of normal oceanic crust [White et al., 1992], the trend argues for the continental nature of the area. This is again in agreement with hypothesis of Zalán et al. [2011] except that the crystalline thickness found here (7 to 11 km) is far lower than the one (12 to 15 km) supposed by these authors (Figure 21). A 15 km deep Moho is in fact closer to the value found by Leyden et al. [1971] who argued for oceanic crust below the SSPS.

In the northeastern part of Domain B (Figures 22b and 22d), velocity-depth profiles are far from those of typical thinned continental crust [Christensen and Mooney, 1995] and somehow included into the normal oceanic boundaries defined by White et al. [1992]. They differ from profiles in the southwestern part by (1) the presence of a large velocity step (0.5 km/s) at the base of the upper crustal layer, (2) a continuously increasing velocity up to mantle-like values (7.8 km/s), and (3) an absence of velocity step at the Moho (see comparison on Figure 22c). The nature of the crust in Domain B is therefore very different than in the rest of the SSPS. Four hypotheses are discussed below: upper and lower continental crust, oceanic crust, and exhumed mantle.

1. Upper continental crust: A 6.0–6.5 km/s velocity range is too high to support a pure upper continental nature, but it can be explained by the presence of mafic intrusions. Similarly, the high-velocity range (7.0–7.8 km/s) in the anomalous lower layer can be interpreted as lower continental crust with incorporated mafic material. High-velocity lower crust was reported beneath the Angola Margin [Contrucci et al., 2004a; Moulin et al., 2005], the New Caledonia Basin [Klingelhöfer et al., 2007], and the Lake Baikal [Thybo and Nielsen, 2009]. In the last two cases, the authors suppose that magmatic material intruded the lower crust, but they still
Figure 20. Compilation of 1-D velocity-depth below basement (VZ) profiles spaced every 10 km along Domains A and C in (a) SB01 (60–310 km and 560–600 km) and SB07 (60–100 km), (b) SB02 (30–250 km and 430–620 km) and SB03 (10–130 km) from Klingelhofer et al. [2014], and (c) SB04 (50–180 km). Light gray curves are taken as guidelines from Figure 19 (Domain N). The blue shaded area bounds a compilation of VZ profiles for the Atlantic oceanic crust [White et al., 1992], and gray profiles correspond to the average VZ profiles of the five tectonic provinces defined by Christensen and Mooney [1995] plus their reference profile for continental crust. Comparison of mean VZ profiles from Figure 20a (red), 20b (blue), and 20c (green) with VZ profiles from other regions of either (d) continental or (e, f) oceanic crustal affinity where seismic refraction experiments have imaged a similar crustal thickness. In Figure 20d, black: VZ profile at 305 km along Line E imaging Rockall Trough [Klingelhofer et al., 2005]; gray: VZ profiles at –50 and –60 km along Line GH and 120 km along Line G2H2 imaging the Sardinian Margin [Arifhado et al., 2015]. In Figure 20e, black: VZ profile at 280 km along Transect 2 imaging the Namibian volcanic margin [Bauer et al., 2000]; gray: VZ profiles from the North Atlantic Volcanic Province (NAVP): at 50 and 100 km along the iSIMM line imaging the Faroes margin, at 120 km and 150 km along the iSIMM line imaging the Hatton margin and at 250 km along the SIGMA 3 line imaging the Greenland margins [Kopper et al., 2003; Parkin and White, 2008; White and Smith, 2009]. In Figure 20f, VZ profiles, black lines for the North Kerguelen and Enderby Basin [Chavais and Operto, 1999], dashed black line for the Tuamotu Plateau [Patriat et al., 2002], dashed gray line for the Crozet Bank [Recq et al., 1998], dotted gray line for the Madeira Tore Rise [Peirce and Barton, 1991], and gray lines for the Cocos, Carnegie, and Malpelo Ridges [Sallarès et al., 2003, 2005; Marcaillou et al., 2006] in the Galapagos region. Note that the vertical scale represents only the first 20 km of the vertical scale and starts at 4 km/s compared to 5 km/s in Figures 18 and 19.
observe Moho reflections: the amount of intrusions is not sufficiently important to change the Moho discontinuity into a broad layer of high velocity which would make it transparent. However, neither the strong velocity gradient and a velocity as high as 7.8 km/s is reached in these cases, nor the strong velocity step modeled between the upper and lower crustal layers which is hardly in coherence with a continuous and progressive effect of either increased temperature or mafic intrusions.

2. Exhumed lower continental crust: Exhumed lower continental crust was proposed based on wide-angle seismic data imaging other margins, as the Angola Margin [Contrucci et al., 2004a; Moulin et al., 2005; Aslanian et al., 2009] and Gulf of Lion [Aslanian et al., 2012; AffiHado et al., 2015; Moulin et al., 2015]. Exhumed lower crust were also dredged on the Galician margin [Whitmarsh and Wallace, 2001]. In the case where a decoupling exists between the upper and lower crust, such exhumation is reproduced on numerical modeling [Huismans and Beaumont, 2011]. Therefore, exhumed lower crust could form part of the transitional
3. Oceanic crust: Several studies have hypothesized the presence of either an aborted oceanic propagator [Mohriak, 2001; Mohriak and Szatmari, 2008; Mohriak et al., 2010] or a failed spreading ridge [Demercian, 1996; Keran, 2000; Meisling et al., 2001; Mohriak, 2001; Gomes et al., 2002, 2009] in the SSPS that would be surrounded by thinned continental crust. Such an episode of seafloor spreading is plausible within the frame of an early stage of opening of the South Atlantic [Moulin et al., 2012]. Two important observations have to be explained to favor the presence of oceanic crust in Domain B. The upper crust layer is indeed thinner (2–4 km thick only), and its velocities are much higher than normal oceanic crust. A thinner than normal oceanic crust can be explained by accretion at a very slow spreading center with insufficient melt supply due to low mantle temperatures [Bown and White, 1994]. However, observed velocities look too high (6.0–6.5 km/s) to reflect the presence of oceanic crust layer 2 (3–6.5 km/s). Oceanic layer 3 has a similar velocity range. It has been inferred for a 2 km thick layer of 6.9 km/s—thus much higher than in our models—present in the transition zone of the Newfoundland margin at Flemish Cap [Funck et al., 2003]. This study hypothesized exhumed gabbro at the top of the crust. Such basement exists and has been drilled and dredged over a wide area of the Atlantis Platform at the very slow spreading South West Indian Ridge [Muller et al., 1997]. Finally, the velocity structure of the upper layer in the northeastern Domain B is also very similar to the one found in Domain D. Klingelhofer et al. [2014] show a close fit between the velocity-depth curve of Domain D and those from the extinct spreading center of the Provençal basin [Gailler et al., 2009; Afifhado et al., 2015; Moulin et al., 2015]. If the upper crustal layer in Domain B is indeed oceanic crust, then the anomalous lower layer may solely be altered mantle as discussed in the previous point.

4. Exhumed mantle: Velocities of serpentinized peridotites almost cover the entire range of possible velocities of the crust. It is therefore extremely difficult to fully validate/invalidate this hypothesis without direct evidence. The strong velocity step at the base of the upper layer seems, however, unlikely to be a serpentinization front.

As a summary, the northeastern part of Domain B could consist of an upper layer either oceanic or continental in nature. If oceanic crust is present, it is, however, atypical and without its layer 2 (basalt). On the other hand, if continental crust is present, the upper layer is either made of upper crust with mafic intrusions or exhumed lower crust. In these last two cases, the lower high-velocity layer may be intruded lower continental crust or altered mantle. This last hypothesis is the only one valid in case of overlying oceanic crust.

Figure 23. Compilation of 1-D velocity versus depth below basement (VZ) profiles in Domain OC of SB02 (640–710 km in red). Thin lines mark individual VZ profiles at a 10 km interval, and the bold lines the averaged VZ profile in each graph. The blue shaded area bounds a compilation of velocity profiles for the Atlantic oceanic crust [White et al., 1992] while gray profiles correspond to the average velocity profiles of the five tectonic provinces defined by Christensen and Mooney [1995] plus their reference profile for continental crust.
5.6. Crustal Structure of the Oceanic Crust (Domain OC)

SB02 crosses the Florianópolis Fracture Zone at about 640 km and images about 100 km of oceanic crust (Domain OC). Velocity-depth profiles along this portion of the model (Figure 23) are in good agreement with oceanic crust [White et al., 1992], with a mean crustal thickness of 6.3 km. Though this region is less well constrained than the rest of the model, it is worth to note, however, that the Moho was not identified on both MCS and OBS data.

6. Conclusion

The acquisition of deep MCS and wide-angle seismic data during the SanBa experiment allowed the imaging of the crustal structure of the Santos Basin-São Paulo Plateau System (SSPS). Based on the modeling of these data sets, the precise segmentation of the SSPS, in seven distinct domains, is revealed. The ~35–40 km thick continental crust beneath the coast thins to less than 15 km under the shelf along a 100 km wide necking zone. Except in its northeastern central part, thinned continental crust underlies most of the SSPS until normal oceanic crust is reached south of the Florianópolis Fracture Zone. The central part of the SSPS shows a very heterogeneous structure. Toward the NE, the crust changes in less than 100 km from a very thin (7 km) continental crust, or intruded upper continental crust, overlying either altered mantle in the first two cases or intruded lower continental crust in the last case. The region appears on the map with a v-shaped segmentation consistent with magnetic and gravimetric fields that suggests an initial episode of rifting within the SSPS that was oblique to the general direction of opening between the South American and African plates.
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